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MotivationEh, what’s down Doc?
Session Goals
1. DEMO
to demonstrate the instructor-student classroom
interaction dynamics enabled or facilitated by
DyKnow software and pen-input computers.
2. SELECTED RESEACH
to present selected research findings associated
with student learning with this technology.
 Tablet PC Laptop w/ Wacom
Bamboo
Pen-Input Computing
http://www.adopenstatic.com/cs/blogs/ken/archive/2007/11/28/14503.aspx
+ Slate Devices / iPad
Pen in STEM
 Eg: A Young’s interference experiment is performed with
blue-green argon laser light. The separation between the slits
is 0.500 mm, and the interference pattern on a screen 3.30m
away shows the first maximum 3.40mm from the center of the
pattern. What is the wavelength of argon laser light?
Above “Ordinary” Usage
What if:
•Many Tablet PCs
•+ Wirelessly networked
•+ Interactive Software?
Integrating Engagement, Collaboration andIN class learning
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Engagement
Collaboration
In-class learning
Guiding principles for implementation
(2005)
What if:
•Many Tablet PCs
•+ Wirelessly networked
•+ Interactive Software?
Interactive Software Solutions
DyKnow; Classroom Presenter (Ubiquitous presenter)
DyKnow: http://www.dyknow.com/
CP: http://classroompresenter.cs.washington.edu
UP: http://up.ucsd.edu/about/WhatIsUP.html
Demo: DyKnow
3 levels above “ordinary Tablet usage”
0 -Tablet usage baseline
1 - Step 1 up: New dynamics
of the note taking
2 - Step 2 up:Multiple
channels of real-time
feedback
3 - Step 3 up: All in control:
Students in charge of the
teaching/learning game
 Synergy of 1 & 2 & 3
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3
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Password: ____
Check Communication setting:dyknow://wdyn01.columbusstate.edu
Usernames: demo1 …demo7
Join session
Step 1 above ordinary: Note Taking(Home Tab)
The Radiation Spectrum from Hot Objects
 Prism disperses
electromagnetic energy into
its component parts.
http://sol.sci.uop.edu/~jfalward/particlesandwaves/particlesandwaves.html
 Spectrum of wavelengths
emitted by bodies at different
temperatures
Feature set 1: New dynamics of the note takingContent Annotations
Feature set 1: New dynamics of the note takingProblem Solving
New dynamics of the note takingProblem Solving - Record
Feature set 1: Note Taking fancy tools(Insert Tab and other Tabs)
Postulating basic formof free particle de Broglie wave
Benefits of the new dynamics of the note taking
Old dilemma resolved:Can have both:Notes + Understanding
 Time saving
 Accuracy
 Interaction/Discussion
 Monitoring
 Display of Students’ slides
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Other advantages when compared with Tablets + PowerPoint:
 Students’ notes synchronized with instructor’s:
(all on same page & no copying)
 No double posting (before and after class)
 Playback slide – problem solving gem
 Synchronization (On / Off option)
Ste
p 2
 Status: Are you with me?
 Chat: Embarrassed to ask?
 Pooling: Embedded Clickers
 Slide submission: Open-
ended questions and numerical
problems
Step 2 up from ordinary:Multiple channels of real-time feedback
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2e_QL-QHpw
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 Status: Are you with me?
 Chat: Embarrassed to ask?
 Pooling: Embedded Clickers
 Slide submission: Open-
ended questions and numerical
problems
Channels of real-time feedback
Quiz
DyKnow is a:
a) Hair dying
method
b) Washer/Drier
combo
c) Software for
interactive
learning
A multiple-choice question and obtained distribution of
students answers incorporated into the panel
A multiple-choice question and obtained distribution of
students answers incorporated into the panel
Multiple channels of real-time feedbackPooling
Step 2 up from ordinary:Multiple channels of real-time feedback
 Status: Are you with me?
 Chat: Embarrassed to ask?
 Pooling: Embedded Clickers
 Slide submission: Open-
ended questions and numerical
problems
Step 2 up from ordinary:Multiple channels of real-time feedback
Write below the name
of the most famousscientist of 20th centuryand submit the slidewith answer:
Students submissions with handwritten input
Multiple channels of real-time feedbackStudent Slide Submissions - Laptop
Multiple channels of real-time feedbackStudent Slide Submissions - Tablet
Benefits:Multiple channels of real-time feedback
 Heard without voice
 All benefits of formative
assessment*
 Engages students.
 Gives immediate feedback to
the teacher.
 Enables the teacher to adjust
the teaching before the exam
rather than after it and
according to specific needs of
his/her students.
 Facilitates interactive
learning and peer instruction
(especially in large enrolment
classes).
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* Summative vs. Formative assessment: Customer tastes the soup vs. Cook tastes the soup
Step 3 up - All in controlStudents in charge of the teaching/learning game

Problem: Although an excited atom can radiate at any time from t=0 to
t=∞, the average time after excitation at which a group of atoms radiates is called
the lifetime, τ of a particular excited state.
(a) If τ = 1.0x10-8s (a typical value), use the uncertainty principle to compute the
frequency line width (Δf) of light emitted by the decay of this excited state?
(b) If the wavelength of the spectral line involved in this process is 500 nm, find
the fractional broadening Δf /f ?
Multiple Computer Group problem solvingAtomic Physics

Student Slide Submission

Group Work and Group AnnotationsExperimental investigation Physical Science
Slides collaboratively annotated by whole class,with each group writing to their respective spaces
Group experimental investigationPhysical Science
Slides collaboratively annotated by whole class,with each group writing to their respective spaces
All in control: Students in charge of the teaching/learning game+ Technology Combo
A Friction Experiment
Exp
#1
STEP 1: Single quick push STEP 3: Forward push while moving
STEP 4: Gentle backward tap while moving STEP 5: Tap to return to start
All in control: Students in charge of the teaching/learning game+ Technology Combo
Benefits: All in control:Students in charge of the teaching/learning game
Unprecedented interactionopportunities:
 Group problem solving
 Group experimentalinvestigations
 Interaction and discussionswithin the group and class-wide
 Automatic “file” sharing -results
 Brainstorming
 On-the-fly quizzes
 Monitoring andhelping/correcting
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Follow up Replay Slide – Sound recording
 Save
 Lecture Recording automatic
 Replay
Prominent ResearchTablet PCs and DyKnow Software
 Sisson (2009; 2010) - allocated one of the three weekly class periods in
introductory physics course to problem solving and deployed Tablet PCs
combined with interactive software (DyKnow):
Sisson, C. J. (2009). Tablet-based recitations in Physics: Less lecture, more success. In D. A. Berque, L. M.
Konkle & R. H. Reed (Eds.), The impact of Tablet PCs and pen-based technology on education: new horizons (pp.
133-139). West Lafayette, IN: Purdue University Press.
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Studies on Tablet PC and DyKnow Software
www.hrepic.com
Modern Physics (Calculus-based, FHSU) Fall06
(Survey/Test N=9/10)
Physical Science (Concept-based, FHSU) Sum06–Fall08
(Survey/Test N=76/91)
General Physics (Algebra-based, CSU)  Spring10
(Survey/Test N=37/53)
General Physics (CSU) Spring10Focus Group findings (N=34/53)
Advantages
More interaction for the whole class
Easy to go back and review material
Helps students organize notes
Allows you to focus on content, not note-
taking
Can check status button without
embarrassment
Can telecommute to class
Disadvantages
If you have no computer, you are at a
disadvantage
Technical issues can eat up class time.
Temptation to check email during class
Couldn’t take notes by hand if using laptop
in class
Figure 1: Student scores measured againstCumulative Computer Presence DyKnow Activity
Table 6: Comparison of Students’ Computer &DyKnow Activity with Success Level
What about student background?
Tablet PC advantage? - Comparison of the TabletPC owners other students: All students included
 In addition to three tablet PC owners who took the survey, one
more student in class owned a Tablet PC (and was using it
consistently). Comparing those four to the rest of the class:
Advantages and disadvantages of bringing thecomputer to classes – Survey Inputs
Advantages of bringing the computer to classes
 the ease of taking/obtaining notes (10), saving/accessing notes (7),personalizing slides (5).
 the ease of following the content (9).
 the ease of seeing the screen on computer (8)
 being able to actively participate (4) and to use DyKnow (4).
 A unique benefit - to actively, and interactively, participate in a synchronousclassroom experience via DyKnow software (with Skype if two way voicecommunication is desired).
Disadvantages of bringing computers to class:
 the inconveniences of physically carrying laptop (8)
 internet distractions (7).
 the inability to hand write notes on laptop (4), the issue with the space thatthe laptop takes on the desk (1)
 “a false feeling that it is not necessary to take notes” (2).
 issues with battery life (4) and technical problems with laptops or Internet(3).
 Some students specifically stated there are no disadvantages (4).
Current CSU StudyTechnology vs. Methodology
Current Project
Methodology and/or Technology: Making
Difference in Improving Students’ Problem
Solving Skills
Methods
 1. quiz and test scores
 2. pre-and post tests
 3. the video timings
 4. the online surveys mid-semester
 5. three point observations
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 Preliminary data: No difference
Exam Comparisons
 Exam 1 average
 Thursday section 70.9
 Friday section 70.5
 Overall average 70.7
 Exam 2 average
 Thursday section 69.7
 Friday section 69.3
 Overall average 69.5
Student’s Perceptions on Productivity of Using DyKnow Software
in Teaching (FHSU and CSU Deployments)
Student’s Recommendations for Future Usage of DyKnow Software and
Tablet PCs in Physics Courses They Took (FHSU and CSU Deployments)
Studies on Tablet PC and DyKnow Software
www.hrepic.com
Conclusion
 Tablet PC technology accompanied by DyKnow softwareopened a plethora of new possibilities for greater and moreefficient classroom interactions in all directions.
 In our experience a great majority of students like both, thishardware and the software (Hrepic, 2008-2011).
 However, still much an uncharted territory – challenges asnumerous as opportunities.
 Results may very substantially with student population evenwithin the same institution and same class (major and seniority)
 Further rigorous research necessary to determine all the relevantfactors associated with its effective usage and optimal ways ofusing it.
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